The new fast growing
experiential, educational,
recreational nature
activity

The GOTC, the Global
Organization of Tree Climbers, is a
501c3 nonprofit (donations accepted
on our website) formed to be the
voice of the experiential,
educational, recreational tree
climbing community. Our facilitated
program climb guidelines have been
adopted by the AEE (Association of
Experiential Education) as their
official tree climbing standards.

Contact us year round for more
information on how to start Tree
Climbing Programs, find recognized
facilitators or instructors in your
area, site requirements, general cost
expectations, etc.


gotreeclimbing.org
info@gotreeclimbing.org
phone: 303.877.1870

Tree Climbing

GOTC Mission Statement
1. Promote safe and environmentally
respectful tree climbing practices for
adventure, education, and fun.
2. Be a unifying voice representing and
supporting tree climbing organizations
and individual tree climbers.
3. Encourage the joyful experience of
tree climbing for people of all
backgrounds and abilities.
4. Share the insight and unique
connection to nature that can be found
by exploring trees and the forest
canopy.

Recreational Tree Climbing is
done with arborist ropes and
harnesses, utilizing time-tested,
safe techniques and facilitators
highly and specifically trained to
conduct tree climbing programs.

Benefits of Tree Climbing
It's fun!
Builds self-confidence
Sense of accomplishment
Recreational & relaxational
Aerobic & anaerobic exercise
Reconnects with nature
through trees

“I want to tell you about the
wonderful time I had climbing
'Old Scratchy', and thank you (the
nature program provider) for
allowing this excellent adventure
to take place. I recently celebrated
my 60th birthday, and had not
climbed a tree in many years.
It gave me a new perspective on
trees, and the beauty we have in
Colorado.”

―Testimonial
from a first time climber

Good for the mind, body and soul

Email info@gotreeclimbing.org
or call 303.877.1870 today to
find out how you can start Tree
Climbing Programs at your
camp, nature center, school, or
other experiential organization!

Helps build the conservation
constituency
Can be done individually or in
a group or family
Opportunity to meet
like-minded, tree-loving people
Adds value to natural areas,
open space, & wilderness


“To be poor and be without trees,
is to be the most starved human
being in the world. To be poor and
have trees, is to be completely rich
in ways that money can never
buy.”

― Clarissa Pinkola Estés

“When you climb up into a tree, you
feel an almost immediate feeling of
peace, of connecting with something
deep-seated and right. More than a
commodity, more than a resource,
more than a place, trees are home.
We belong in nature and in trees.”
― Harv Teitelbaum
President GOTC

